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AH AMJEHW TO ESTIMATE THE WOK OF ROBERT FROST
INTRODUCTION
Of the two living- American poets being considered most seriously
at the present time in American, French, and English magazines
Robert Frost is probably receiving the most attention. Concerning
his permanent position as a poet opinions vary, so it is interesting
and worth while to consider in just what elements this writer's
strength and weaknesses lie and to forecast how he will be regarded
several generations in the future. Will his work continue to be read?
Will it be studied only as being representative of the age in which it
appeared or of human nature at all times under certain conditions?
Will it be called "great" literature? These are the questions I shall
consider and attempt to answer in this thesis.
THE RSQUKSI.ISNTS OF POETRY
Thought Content
As it is futile for a critic to attempt to estimate any type of
literature before he has formulated the general principles and theories
upon which he is going to base his examination, I shall proceed to set
down my theories as to what the requirements of real poetry are, first
in thought content; second, in general form; and, third, in metrical
elements. As I feel that poetry must have a definite regularity in
rhythm and meter I have based my criticism upon the theories of Winchester
While to some persons it may seem strange to use late nineteenth century
standards for the judgment of a modern twentieth century poet, I feel
that Winchester 's principles are sound and that Frost's poetry can best
11} "Principles of Literary Criticism"
< >
7"be judged by such standards. In fact, one of the interesting truths
about this poet's work is his success in putting into old forms and
rhythms not only modern experiences but also modern language and spirit.
As regards the thought content of Frost's poetry I must decide
upon the relative value of different kinds of content, upon the accuracy
with which this content is presented, upon the proportion of the ideal
and the real in it, upon the clearness with which the truth underlying
the content is presented, and upon the emotional elements which enter
into its presentation.
In all kinds of art the elements used are drawn from experiences
in life; the artist takes things from here and there and weaves them
into a pattern. Some of these experiences are much more valuable than
others and a great deal of the artist's permanent success rests in his
choice of experiences. Of these experiences it seems to me those of
our intellectual experiences - the discovery of new facts and relation-
ships - are prohably of the least value for poetry; those of the
sensuous world come perhaps second in the scale of values; third may
be placed social experiences dealing with man's relation to the people
in his environment; next in importance may be placed the sexual rela-
tionships which play an important part in the success and happiness of
man; and, last and most important of all, are philosophical deductions
concerning life and mankind. As an artist can not transcend his
material, we shall be able to form a valuable estimate of the worth
of Frost's poetry by studying those experiences which he uses for
his content.
All really great literature being based on truthful expression of
experiences, we must investigate how accurately this artist has depicted
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the material he has chosen for his subject matter. Is he free from
personal bias of all kinds so that he can present his subject matter
truthfully? Has he a philosophical attitude toward life which makes
him see the incident he is portraying in its proper relation to all
other incidents about it?' Does he present his facts fully and accu-
rately in living moving action? These are important questions to be
answered if one is to judge whether or not a poet's depiction of his
material is accurate and sound.
Accuracy in presentation is not, however, sufficient for the
production of good poetry. Not even the most violent realist would
insist that a poem be an exact reproduction of life. "It must represent,
not reproduce." ^ The facts must be carefully selected and then
idealized to a certain extent. This blending of realism and idealism
is most important in the creation of a poem, for too much of the
former results in a poem's being considered prosaic, and too much of
the latter in its being classified as romantic.
The collection and organization of the thought content of a poem
is of course of the greatest importance, but the poet's task in regard
to it is by no means over when he has organized it for his own satis-
faction, for he must then present it clearly and vividly. By this I
do not refer to his form but to his subject matter only. He must
select and discard different elements until his underlying truth is so
clearly revealed that not only his sensitive mind but also the often-
times less sensitive mind of his reader grasps its significance.
It is in this presentation of material that the emotional element
enters and is very important since poetry is a form of literature
*>
(1) V/inchester "Principles of Literary Criticism Page 160.

the purpose of which is largely to appeal to the emotions. Y/inchester in
his "Principles of Literary Criticism" ^ gives five tests that he con-
siders valid in judging emotional effects as follows: (1) justice or
propriety, (2) vividness or power, (3) continuity or steadiness, (4) range
or variety, and (5) rank or quality. If an author has these properties,
his emotional appeal is not only justified but effective. I shall
consider each of these in estimating the value of Frost's poetry.
GENERAL FORM
In all writing form is the outward expression of an inner emotion
valuable, therefore, only in so far as it expresses the emotion. If
the poet's language expresses his thought and emotion exactly, it is
perfect in form. If it does not, it is unsuitable and valueless,
regardless of its own beauty and smoothness. Some material can best be
expressed in the sonnet form; some in other lyric forms; some in a
conversational form; some in dramatic form. The problem before the
critic is to consider the material used and to decide whether or not
the poet has used a form which expresses his idea or emotion with
fidelity and ease.
Not only must the form of a poem be suitable, but its language
must be such that it has energy to arouse interest of the reader and
to keep it once it has been obtained. Given a worthwhile feeling
and an energetic faithful presentation, the resulting piece of litera-
ture must have some value.
Together with this energy in expression must be combined a delicacy
of thought and feeling, for otherwise the impression the author seeks
(1) Page 81
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to create will be indistinct and vague. To represent faithfully an emotion
the author must show subtle changes which require nice discrimination,
precise language, and complete understanding of the effect a piece of
work is to have. In securing this delicacy of feeling subject matter and
style are closely connected. To these tests Frost's poetry must be put.
MYTHICAL ELBhESNT S
Since the purpose of poetry is to express emotion, I believe that
poetry must have definite regular meter. In examining the metrical
elements of Frost's poetry, therefore, I shall consider four elements
(1)
of its metrical form - its quantity or time, its accent, its pitch, and
its quality. An investigation of these matters will show the musical
qualities of Frost's verse and will help to place him in his proper
position among the poets.
It is, perhaps, wise at this time to explain briefly what each of
these metrical terms means to me. By quantity I mean the length of
time devoted to a poetic foot and I shall insist that Frost's poetry
must have a definite foot length throughout a poem. Within this measure
there may be any arrangement or number of syllables and accents, but,
if the poetry is to have a definite rhythm, it must have this distinct
measure of time.
In considering accent I shall try to discover whether or not Frost's
accent in his poetical feet coincides with the verbal and logical accent
of the voice. If it does not do this fluently, I shall consider his
poetry unmusical.
While we usually think of pitch in regard to music, it is also an
(1) Ibid Page 249
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important element in poetry, for it designates the inflection which
gives poetry its beauty when read aloud. It provides for the modula-
tion of the voice to agree with the thought and emotion being expressed;
without it poetry would be inexpressive and monotonous.
Under the subject of quality I shall investigate the poetic effects
brought about by the writer's arrangement of his word sounds. Rhyme,
blank verse, alliteration, and assonance will be studied to see in what
way each intensifies the expression of the emotion or idea, which
expression I have said is the principal duty of poetry.
Having now set forth a system of criticism, I shall undertake to
apply each requirement to the poetry of Robert Frost in order to arrive
at some definite, worthwhile conclusion concerning his craftsmanship.
BODY OF TH2 THESIS
Thought Content
Relative Value of Kinds of Content
Our first examination of Frost's poetry is to be a study of the
experiences he uses for his subject matter. Has he used intellectual
and sensuous experiences largely or the more important social, sexual,
and philosophical material? Although it is somewhat difficult to
classify some of the poems, careful investigation shows that of the
one hundred fifty- five poems of which his five volumes of poetry are
comprised seventeen give mainly intellectual experiences, thirty-six
sensuous, eighty- four social, six sexual, and twelve philosophical
deductions concerning life and its meaning. This resume* shows us
those
that Frost's interests are largely of social relationships between
r
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neighbors, friends, parents, and children. Second in interest are
the sensuous experiences taken through his sight, hearing, and touch,
poems dealing with the out-of-door world that he loved and understood.
Sexual problems interested him little, and, as is true of most of our
writers today, he has no definite philosophy of life to give his readers.
His poems revealing intellectual discoveries usually find their
suggestions in nature. "Nothing Gold Can Stay" from "New Hampshire,"
for example, likens the brief duration of happy moments in life to
the fleeting glory of bursting golden-green buds, neither of which can
be prolonged. ^ These ideas are founded on his observations and
give his response to them. Such poems are found more frequently in
his earlier volumes, "A 3oy*s Will" and "North of Boston" than in his
later collections. In "New Hampshire" and "West-Running Brook" the
author is more content to present a feeling without any explanation
of its meaning or connection with some other fact. Some of the poems,
however, which reveal a suggestion of beauty with a new bit of
(2)knowledge are very delightful and valuable. "Bond and Free", for
example, compares the thralldom of Love with the freedom of Thought
but shows that Love possesses the same beauty close at hand which
Thought has to journey far and long to find.
Such poems in this group, as we have seen, form, however, a very
small part of Mr. Frost's work.
A study of the thirty-six poems based on sensuous experiences
(1) See "Ky November Guest", "Asking for Hoses," (A Boy's Will) and
"Mending Wall" ("North of Boston")
(2) "Mountain Interval"
rr
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"brings us more worth while thought content. We discover that Frost
is a careful, exact listener and see-er, that not only is the world
a source of emotions for him, but that he has a keen sensibility which
permits him to express his feelings. "Frost puisse encore e'prouver
devant la nature des sensations plus naives, plus spontanees, tres
proche de la simple jouissance physique", writes Albert Feuillerat.^
Experiences which produce brilliant descriptions, such as the picture
(21
of the crystal birch trees following the ice storm, ' the large "sky
(31blue" blueberries drumming into the pails of the pickers, ' and the
(41
new moon as seen over the water and trees, certainly must be
considered worth while subject matter for poetry.
The great mass of Frost's poetry deals with social situations and
problems. He is interested in people who are a little unusual and
peculiar and seems to have for such a real sympathy and understanding.
(51For an example, we have the compassion shown for Silas, x ' the worthless
hired man who returns to the farm of Mary and .Varren, a complete failure,
to die. The husband has little sympathy for the vagrant, but the wife
wins him over with the plea that their farm is this derelict's home -
the place to which he has come when he has nowhere else to go although
( 61he does not deserve it. The mother in "Home Burial" becoming
insane from gazing at the grave of her only child in her own yard,
the apple picker's ^ physical and emotional fatigue, the loneliness
ll) "ilevue des Deux Mondes'' 53 Anne' 7. Periode 201. Page
\ 2) "Birches" ["North of Boston")
(3) "Blueberries" ("North of Boston")
(4) "The Freedom of the Moon" ("West Running Brook")
(5) "The Death of the Hired Man" (North of Boston")
(6) "North of Boston"
r
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of the French Baptiste, ^ the friend- starved house-wife ^ in
[*]
"A Servant to Servants", the lovers in "Two Look at Two", the
(4)
hide-bound conservatism of the farmer rebuilding his stone-wall -
all show Frost *s"intuitive understanding of the stark motivation of
simple minds". His poems remind us often of Browning's dramatic
monologues, for there is much in common between "Andrea Del Sarto"
and the mother in "Home Burial". Certainly no person can doubt the
value of such stibjects for legitimate material for an author since,
although the characters may be commonplace and ordinary, they are
not meanly or indifferently portrayed. The authentic, deep signifi-
cance of each is revealed with economy and restraint while the worthless
details are put aside. This is material and treatment which make great
poetry.
Frost was not particularly interested in situations revealing
sexual relationships and, in the few cases in which he uses them for
material, the problems revealed are largely difficulties caused by
the environment upon each individual rather than the effect of the
(2)
characters of two people upon each other as in "The Fear" and
(2)
"The Housekeeper". He has, however, a few poems expressing the
beauty of love, such as "Vest -Running Brook"^ and "The Telephone"
^
the latter a charming lyric in which a lover tests the efficiency
of the flowers in conveying a message to his beloved one while he
has been away from her. Frost, however, contributes little material
(1) "The Axe Helve" "Hew Hampshire"
(2) "North of Boston"
(3) "New Hampshire"
(4) "lending Wall" North of Boston
(5) "The Literary Spotlight" John Farrar
(6) "Y/est-Running Brook"
(7) "Llountain Interval"
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dealing with the relationships "between man and woman since he is
primarily interested in problems of social environment.
The greatest poetry of all times is doubtless that which presents
a system of related conceptions of the phenomena of life, but such
poetry is scarce and it is possible that nothing really valuable has
been contributed since the days of Tennyson, Browning, and Arnold.
Although Frost has no philosophical theory, there are certain poems
which reveal religious experiences. They show that Frost's ideas
changed during his life time.In"A Boy's Will", his first volume of
verse, we find the youthful uncertainty - also pictured in t1 In Kemoriam"
of "Stars" in which Frost questions whether or not there is oversight
of human affairs since he finds no love or hate in the relationship
existing between man and the physical world.
In "Trial by Existence," however, in the same volume but written
later, we find a belief in God who uses man's life as
"The mystic link to bind and hold
Spirit to matter till death come."
In the last poem of this collection, ".Reluctance" , doubt is again
shown when the author ponders as to whether or not it is treason in
man to try to reason about the uncertainties of accepted ideas about
death. In the later volumes the questioning becomes less frequent
and we find an attitude of acquiescence as in "Acceptance". ^ All
this poetry has little value, however, since it presents no new phase
of religious thought or experience or any deep, connected philosophy
of life.
(1) "\7est-fiunr_ing Brook"
t
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Summing up then the kinds of experiences used by Robert Frost
for his poetry and their value, I find that, although this author
has no great variety or range in subject matter, he has sensuous ex-
periences beautifully and vividly expressed and that the social exper-
iences used for his poetry are true experiences which are of permanent
value and therefore worth while. These experiences he is able to
reproduce in such a way that his reader feels he has had an actvtal
experience for which he is grateful. Hi3 contributions based on intellec-
tual, sexual, and religious experiences, however, are very slight and
of little value.
Having now investigated the kinds of subject matter used by Frost,
I shall studir his poetry to learn if he has depicted this material -
based I find upon personal experiences - accurately. As his poetry
falls largely into two groups - nature descriptions and presentation of
aspects of human character - I shall consider each separately.
It is not necessary to look far for proof that Frost's sketches
of nature objects are authentic, for fortunately they are images well
known to us and their sincerity cannot be doubted. For example, the
I
description of the maple trees at night in "Evening in a Sugar Orchard";
"The moon, though slight, was moon enough to show
On every tree a bucket with a lid,
And on black ground a bear-skin rug of snow.
The sparks made no attempt to be the moon.
They were content to figure in the trees
THE ACCUxUCI OF FEOST'S ilATEHIAL
•
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As Leo, Orion, and the Pleiades.
And that was what the boughs were full of soon" —
of the colt in "The Runaway" ;
"A little Morgan had one forefoot on the wall,
The other curled at his breast. He dipped his head
And snorted at us. And then he had to bolt"
or the description of the fanner when a wagon passes the field where
(2)
he is working
"When a friend calls to me from tne road
And slows his horse to a meaning walk,
I don't stand still and look around
On all the hills I haven't hoed,
And shout from where I am, 'What is it?
'
No, not as there is a time to talk.
I thrust my hoe in the mellow ground,
Blade-end up and five feet tall,
And plod: I go up to the stone wall
For a friendly visit."
These poems show that Frost is an accurate observer of nature and a
(3)
conscientious recorder of it. This fact is well expressed by Amy Lowell
when she says that Frost "permits the world to make upon him what imprint
it will" and then is "anxious to trace accurately the markings burnt into
the sensitive plate of his mind".
In much the same way as we test the accuracy of Frost's descrip-
tions of nature we can test his characterization of people. For me they
(1) "New Hampshire"
(2) "fountain Interval"
(3) "Tendencies in L'odern American Poetry" Amy Lowell. Page 80
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are convincing although I admit they are not the people with whom I
come into contact every day. Through his complete works Frost has
proved to me that he understands his neighbors in the country and has
"bred in me a confidence that he does not err in his portrayals. He has
not many types in his poems, but those that he has correspond with the
truths and laws of human nature as I have come across them. Do we not
all know characters like the old hide-bound, literal-minded, dogged
farmer mending his wall, ^'or the emotionally unstable woman^ who is
hounded by her guilty conscience? Have we not experienced the complete
(3)physical and mental exhaustion of the apple picker? These characters
are presented without any interpretation from the poet; they speak for
themselves forcibly and convincingly. All Frost does is to take a
dramatic or revealing moment in their lives and place it before us
faithfully and accurately. Had he shown personal bias or had he
attempted to propound a philosophy of life in any of these sketches,
his creations would have lost much of their sincerity and genuineness,
but fortunately he did not and we accept his men and women without any
question as to their reality.
THE PHOPOHTIOII OF REAL AND IDEAL glggggg
By next point of analysis is an investigation of the proportion
of the real and the ideal in Frost's poetry. This is an important
consideration in this particular poet's work as it produces the question
of v/hether Frost's works are of local or world wide significance. Art,
not being an exact reproduction of life, must select certain facts for
(1) "Mending Wall" "North of Boston"
(2) "The Fear" "North of Boston"
(3) "After Apple Picking" "North of Boston"
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presentation: if these facts represent basic, elemental experiences,
they will be true of mankind throughout the world; if they represent
only temperamental responses of men to unusual combinations of circum-
stances making up a peculiar environment, they will be limited in scope
and of less value. In the latter case conditions will have become
idealized to such an extent that they will not be representative but
romantic. The testimony of Frost's critics on this subject varies
greatly. John Farrar writes (1) that Frost is national and universal
because of his intuitive understanding of "the stark motivation of simple
minds" and that his poems portray the lives of isolated and lonely people
wherever they may be in the world. G. R. Elliott agrees with Farrar
and says ' that Frost's understanding of human neighborliness gives
him a sense of breadth in judging people that makes him more deeply
representative of human nature than other fellow craftsmen especially
those who claim to be realists but are in truth romanticists because of
their idealistic conceptions of humanity. Frost, he says, is true to
inner realities realizing that temperamental longings are only transitory
and not central truths of life. From a French critic, however, we get
a different belief: ' G'est une poesie essentiellement locale, une
poesie 'de clocher 'pourrait-on dire. Est le pen d' ampleur de ses
visees est sans doubt une cause de faiblesse. L'interet en est
necessairement lirnite." "La vie qu'elle evoque est trop simple pour
pieter a beaucoup de variete; elle est trop particuliere pour conteiur
cette force expansive qui est le prop re des oeuvres largement universelles
U) "The Literary Spotlight" Pages 213-222.
(2) "The Nation" Vol CIX No. 2840 Pages 713, 714
(3) Albert Feuillerat "Revue des Deux Monde s" S3 Anne 7. Periode Pages 185
211.
6
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Which criticism is correct?
After a careful study of Frost's narratives and dialogues I have
decided that his v/ork is representative of life the world over in that
it represents the central life of man modified but slightly by unusual
outward circumstances. I do not believe that the farmer's wife in
"A Servant to Servants"^ reveals only outward traits, the result of
accidental environment and incidents. Her existence and feelings are
typical of an overworked, brooding, soul-starved woman, of any place
at any time. Hard manual work, a lonely home, limited contact with a
few people of her own family, a family skeleton in the shape of an
insane brother-in-law kept in a cage in the barn loft are conditions
which can be paralleled in different localities and Frost's presentation
is veracious in its fidelity to the fundamental realities of women's
experiences. And again there is the old farmer,' 'insisting dogmatically
upon keeping the stone wall between his pine grove and his neighbor's
apple orchard; can anyone insist that this is not a universal situation
showing the struggle for neighborliness, understanding and freedom from
convention and tradition whether the barrier be stone walls or war
expenditures? These illustrations are not the depictions of circumstances
"essentiellement locale"; they are experiences of real people in a small
community but they are presented with so much sympathy that they are
idealized and made representative of universal life. Frost, therefore,
successfully combines the real and the ideal elements of life in his
subject matter.
Not only is Frost successful in choosing and discarding the material
(1) "North of Boston"
(2) "lending wall" ("North of Boston")
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for his poems, but he presents it in a way that emphasizes its truth.
He does not try to interpret it, but puts it forth with such severe
honesty that we trust him absolutely. He strips his subject of all
unessential details and gives us the result without any additions from
his imagination or from any personal mental process. This method is,
we find, according to those of his reviewers who believe a writer should
not deprive his reader of the philosophical significance of the material
he is presenting, open to question. It seems to me, however, that
Frost presents his subject matter with so much sincerity and reality
that the reader believes he has had an actual experience which has so
much significance that comment by the author is unnecessary. Take, for
an example, "An Old Man's Winter Night".^ Here we have only a picture
of an old man alone in his long-used country house, but every detail
adds to the feeling of the tragedy of old age. The solitude of the
aged man is emphasized by the heavily frosted windows showing that the
rooms within his house are unwarmed and therefore unused. The forget-
fulness of old age is shown by his fer-away expression as he sits by
his table, while the mention of his heavy breathing contrasted with the
brooding silence of the house strengthens the feeling of loneliness.
Frost's sensitive mind has found an outlet in words which convey his
truth so that we understand the situation as he did. No comment or
explanation is necessary.
(1) "Mountain Interval"
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THE EMOTIONAL ELEMENT IN FROST'S POETRY
Since poetry is concerned largely with the awakening of emotions,
we must study Frost's poems to discover what emotions they create and
their quality. Although the incidents used for material by this author
are confined to the events occurring in a count ryside a few hundred
miles in length in New England, the emotions revealed in them are not
limited in intensity or depth as may he proved by examining the pro-
priety, vividness, continuity, range, and quality of the feelings they
awaken
.
In particular, we must consider the effect of some of the gruesome
episodes he puts before us to see whether they produce feelings of
contempt and pain, or pity and admiration. If they are great tragedies,
they will bring us satisfaction because they will awaken our sympathy
and we like to sympathise. Let me take for detailed comment the most
(1)
tragic of Frost's poems, "Home Burial". It is the tale of the effect
of the death of an only child of a country woman far away from any
village. The loneliness of the mother who does nothing but her daily
household duties and sees no one but her husband becomes greater and
greater until it affects her mind. She looks constantly out of the
window at the mound of earth that marks the child's grave in the yard
and finally her husband tries to stop her. She forbids him to talk
about it but he tries to soothe her and relieve her suffering. He says
too much, however, and she accuses him of sneering at her, whereupon
he becomes angry and asks if a man can not speak of his own child even
if it is dead. She replies that he can not because he is unsympathetic.
She can not forgive him for having been so casual and unconcerned while
(1) "North of Boston 1
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digging the child's grave in the yard. She works herself up into a
frenzy of grief and despair which ends in her attempt to run away from
her home and him. Without doubt the incident described is dreary and
painful but what are the final emotions which it awakens in the reader?
Are they not sympathy for the mother who lacks the will power to combat
the insidious growing mental disease, appreciation of the husband's
attempts to soothe her even though he does it tactlessly because of his
incomprehension and righteous indignation that custom has permitted the
burial of people in their own yards? The total efi'ect is pleasurable
and therefore the material is real tragedy. This is what Harriett Monroe
means when she says about Frost that his "pathos is so illuminated by
the beauty of the human spirit as to transcend all sorrow and become
joy." ^ ^ A study of this author's other poems (3) leads me to the
conclusion that what is true of "Home Burial" is true of all the others.
(2)
As a French critic says "II posede le don poetique le plus delicat,
t
de decouvrir dans la vie toute sorte de jouissances ou d' emotions
intimes, dout la vibration sourde eveille milles echos indistincts dans
notre coeur."
Although the incidents used for material by Frost in his poetry
are confined to the events occurring in a countryside a few hundred
miles in length in New England, the emotions revealed in them are not
limited in intensity or depth as may be proved by examining the pro-
priety, vividness, continuity, range, and quality of the feelings they
awaken.
Since poetry must create permanent emotional effects, we must
(1) "Poets and Their Art" Page 60
(2) Albert Feiullerat "Hevue des Deux llondes" 93 Anne 7. Periode
(3) See "Two Witches" ("New Hampshire"), "Snow" ("Mountain Interval"),
"A Servant to Servants" ("North of Boston")

test Frost's work to see if his are worthy ones. From earlier
illustrations given I think I have shown that the narratives
and dialogues have been of enough importance to call forth
just and proper emotions; the poems showing human reactions
to the processes of nature do the same. For an illustration
I shall use one of his shortest, slightest poems of this
(1)
type, ''Dust of Snow"
"The way a crow
Shook down on me
The dust of snow
From a lemlock tree
Has given my heart
A change of mood
And saved some part
Of a day I had rued."
Such an incident offers proper material for emotion and its
use in a poem is justified.
Another test of the value of the emotion created by an
author is its vividness or power; to show Frost's ability
in doing this I refer to his invitation to read "North of Boston:"
The Pasture
I'm going out to clean the pasture spring;
I'll only stop to rake the leaves away
(l) "New Hampshire"

(And wait to watch the water clear, I may:)
I shan't be gone long; -You come too.
I'm goin^ out to fetch the little calf
That's standing by the mother. It's so young,
It totters when she licks it with her tongue.
I shan't be gone long. -You come too."
Have you ever been given a more convincing invitation to spend
a few hours with a ooet? Then there is the vividness of
(1)
"After Apple-Picking"
"My instep arch not only keeps the ache,
It keeps the pressure of a ladder-round."
V/e could not share these emotions so definitely were they not
powerfully portrayed by the author.
Frost's poems are too short in length for us to judge
Whether or not he has the ability to sustain his emotion for any
length of time, but the fact that there is continuity and steadiness
(2) (2)
in the longest poems he attempts, "Two Pitches," "Paul's Wife,"
(2) (2) (1)
"Maple,* "The Star Splitter," "The Self-Seeker," and
"The Housekeeper," proves that he realized the necessity for not
letting down his emotional level once he had it established.
The last point to be considered in regard to the value of the
emotions brought into play by Frost is that of their quality. Are
they emotions representing the best feelings of men? In studying
(1)
the poems we have found the emotions of love in "Two Look at Two"
(1) "North of Boston" (l) "New Hampshire"
(2) "New Hampshire"
f
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(1) (2)
and "Maple"
,
of tenderness in "The Death of the Hired Man"
(1) (3)
of admiration in "A Hillside Thaw", of indignation in "Snow",
(2) (2)
of honor in "A Servant to Servants", of grief in "Home Burial",
(4)
and satisfaction in "west-Running Brook" and these are, according
to Ruskin, the "noble emotions." Frost has used them legitimately
and satisfactorially . The emotions we have discussed here have
been those arising from the meaning of the verses, but our study
of Frost's poetical form and metrical elements later will show us
that these emotions ars also the result of the formal elements of
poetry as well as of subject matter.
GENERAL FORM
His Adaptation of Types to Thought Content.
The next phase of this investigation into Frost's works v/ill be
an examination of his general form to learn how well it is adapted
to the expression of the subject matter which I have just been
discussing. Frost himself believes that the meaning of things is
(5)
inextricably linked with their expression, so the first question I
shall attempt to answer is whether or not the form uses adequately
expresses the thoughts and emotions it is supposed to convey to the
reader. I shall consider, first, the lyrics; and, second, the dramatic
incidents in conversational form.
The form of Frost's lyrics is well adapted to their content. As
many of them deal with the feelings of country people, they are ex-
pressed in short simple sentences with no unnecessary words. In
(6)
"The Telephone, ' for example,
(1) "New Hampshire" (4) "'.Vest-Running Brook"
(2) "North of Boston" (5) "Some Contemporary Americans"
Page 40 Percy H. Boynton.
(3) "Mountain Interval"
(6) "Mountain Interval"
(
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we have the simple conversation of a practical young farmer trying to gain an avov/al
of reciprocated love from an equally taciturn young maiden. The lines are short
and the language simple but deep emotion is adequately and beautifully expressed:
"The Telephone" I 1/
'Wr.en I was just as far as I could v/alk
From here to-day,
There was an hour
All still
When leaning with my head against a flower
I heard you talk.
Don't say I didn't, for I heard you say
You spoke from that flower on the window sill —
Do you remember what it was you said!'
•First tell me what it was you thought you hear?
'Having found the flower and driven a bee away,
I leaned my head,
And holding by the stalk,
I listened and I thought I caught the word —
What was it? Did you call me by my name?
Or did you say —
Someone said "Come" —I heard it as I bowed.'
' I may have thought as much, but not aloud.'
'"Sell, so I came.' "
(1) "Mountain Interval"
r
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(1)
in "Birches" the longer regular line lengths of blank verse are used
to reveal the thoughts and feelings of a more nature, contemplative
speaker. The emotions, however, are vividly and convincingly expressed
for ve find ourselves sharing, with the country boy swinging on the birches,
the flinging outward of our bodies, the swinging of our feet foremost, and
the kicking of our ways through the air to the ground. The same conditions
(2)
exist in Frost's other lyrical poems and are the explanation of Bruce v?eirich's
(3)
statement that Frost has "lyric glimpses of natural splendor" which give
a "new kind of quiet loveliness unlike anything else in modern American poetry."
The form of Frost's dramatic incidents and narratives is characteristic
of him alone although it reminds us of Browning's dramatic monologues and
Wordsworth's conversational poetry. Browning succeeded in reproducing the
spirit of the Italian Renaissance through poems like "Andrea Del Sarto,"
"My Last Duches", and "The 3ishop Orders His Tomb" by the use of conversation;
Frost does much the same thing with the hillside people of New England.
Frost's poetry is however, free from the condensed constructions and obscurities
of thought characteristic of Browning and from the moralizings and philosophizings
of Wordsworth.
"Seldom has life been made into literature with as little manipulation" writes
(4)
Sidney Cox in explaining the success of Frost's narrative poems. The language
in these writings is colloquial and idiomatic but not vernacular; it has the
flavor of soil and farmers. Many of the dramatic situations presented, such as
(5) (5) (6)
"The Self-Seeker" and "The Fear", begin says Gorham B. Munson, with a bump
in the throat, a home sickness or a love sickness. "It is a reaching-out toward
expression; an effort to find fulfilment." "A complete poem", he continues,
"is one where an emotion has found its thought and the thought has found words."
(1) "Mountain Interval"
(2) See "The Sound of Trees" ("Mountain Interval") "Spring Pools"
("West Running Brook") and "Two Look at Two^C^New Hampshire")
(3) "From Whitman to Sandburg in American Poetry" Pages 177-192
(4) "Robert Frost Original Ordinary Man" Page 1
(5) "North of Boston"
(6) "Robert Frost: A Study in Sensibility and Good Sense" Page 98
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In Frost's poems the enotion does find its thought and the thought does find
(4)
words. As a result the language expresses the idea exactly and sufficiently
so that the form is faithful to its substance and,theref ore , successful and
satisfactory. Frost's use of conversation is considered unusually successful
by many of his critics. "Frost is technically remarkable in being able to
prolong tones in which ordinary people talk of ordinary human affairs and the
apparent ease with which he has smoothed away whatever is vulgar and petty with-
out losing the vigour of natural speech." writes John Freeman in "The London
(1)
Mercury." "No poet of our time — ——— sings or whistles so naturally,
one makes of piercing sorrow and of tragedy deeply realised, a music more
tranquil." Perhaps, he says, this is due to Frost's belief that a good
sentence does double duty in that it conveys one meaning by word and syntax
and another by the tone of voice it indicates. Doubtless, then, the poems of
Frost written in conversational form are among his best works and most
characteristic of his personality and composition.
Frost's Energy in Expressing Thought and Feeling
Successful expression of thought and feeling requires both energy and
delicacy. Energy is necessary in order to interest the reader and to give him
a definite vivid impression. Frost's energy coraes through the use of vivid,
colloquial language whenever he presents conversation or dialogue. This is
(a)
well illustrated in one of Frost's few humorous poems, "A Hundred Collars"
(4) See "Putting in the Seed" ("Mountain Interval") "A Song" Line-Storm ("A Boy's
Will") and "Dust of Snow" ("New Hampshire")
(1) "The London Mercury" Volume Alll dumber 74 Fages 176-188 "Contemporary
American Authors"
(2) "North of Boston"
fr
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where v;e have a timid professor and a half drunken collector brought together
in a hotel bedroom which they must share. The latter does most of the talking
and reveals himself in every sentence:
"He sat there creased and shining in the light,
Fumbling the buttons in a well-starched shirt.
'I'm moving into a size-larger shirt.
I've felt mean lately; mean'o no name for it.
I just found what the matter was to-night;
I've been a choking like a nursery tree
When it outgrows the wire band of its name tag.
I blamed it on the hot spell we've been having.
'Tv;as nothing but my foolish hanging back,
Not liking to own up I'd grown a size.
11
Nunber eighteen this is What size do you wear?*
In his dramatic incidents we find the energy partly in the vigorous language
in which it is told and partly in the moving situations used as material. Each
poem takes an important moment, often a moment of tragedy, charged with
possibilities, and reveals its outcome directly. Here is the situation in "The Fear",
the story of a woman who has deserted her husband and is now living with another
man.
*A lantern light from deeper in the barn
Shone on a man and woman in the door
And threw their lurching shadows on a house
Near by, all dark in every glossy window.
A horse's hoof pawed once the hollow floor,
And the back of the gig they stood beside
Moved in a little. The man grasped a wheel,
The woman spoke out sharply, "Whoa, stand still!
•I saw it just as plain as a white plate,'
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She said, "As the light on the dashboard ran
Along the bushes at the roadside-a man's face
You must have seen it to.'
*I didn't see it.
Are you sure-———'
'Yes, I'm sure!'
' it was a face? *
'Joel, I'll have to look. I can't go in,
I Can't, and leave a thing like that unsettled.' "
In this and all of Frost's poems the characters-stand out boldly and unforgettably.
Nor are Frost's out-of-door scenes lacking in energetic expression for they
bring out clearly and briefly the central image. Here is a description of a
(1)
mountain towering beside a village:
"The mountain held the town as in a shadow
I saw so much before I slept there once:
I noticed that I missed the stars in the west,
Where its black body cut into the sky
Near me it seemed."
It is interesting to note in connection with Frost's settings that they are
nearly always of the out-of-doors; whenever
,
they show an interior there is
always some reference to objects outside the building.
"A lantern light from deeper in the barn
Shone on a man and woman in the door
And threw their lurching shadows on a house
Nearby, all dark in every glossy window." (2)
(1) "The Mountain" "North of Boston"
(2) "The Fear" "North of Boston"
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This is vigorous image making and illustrates Frost's power to make a clear
cut picture with a few bold strokes of his pen.
Delicacy, in Expression of Thought and Feeling
Delicacy in the expression of thought and feeling is also necessary if a
poem is to be clear and distinct rather than vague and indefinite. Frost is
very impressionable, his eye and ear taking in with exactitude the objects and
experiences that come before him. These he brooks upon and later uroduces
faithfully and equisitely for his reader. In "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
1 (1)
—
Evening," for example, we find "the sweep of easy wind and downy flake"
and "the woods are lovely, dark and deep which make the picture of the snow
(2)
covered scene at the entrance of the wood at night distinct and definite.
It is this power of expressing his ideas delicately with nice appreciation
that makes Frost's lyrics and descriptive poetry effective and unusual.
In his understanding of character Frost has this same discriminating
perception which is revealed with fastitious shill in his poetrv. In
(3)
"The Black Cottage" we have a description of a woman who refused to change
the ideas of her youth, whose thinking stopped when her husband v ent to war.
Such a character would seem to offer little for sympathy and approval, but
Frost shows us with sensitive appreciation the effect of her unchanging faith
in old ways and creeds by the influence she had on him:
"Do you know but for her there was a time
When to please younger members of the church,
Or rather say non-members of the church
Whom v.'e all have to think of nowadays,
I would have changed the Creed a very little?
Not that she ever had to ask me not to;
(1) "New Hampshire"
(2) See also "The Tuft of Flowers" ("A Boy's Will"), "The Onset" ("New Hampshire")
and "Putting in the Seed" ("Mountain Interval")
(3) "North of Boston"
rr
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It never got so far as that; but the bare thought
Of her old tremulous bonnet in the pew,
And of her half asleep was too nuch for me.
Why, I might wake her up and startle her.
It was the words "descended into Hades*
That seemed too pagan to our liberal youth.
You know they suffered from a general onslaught.
And well, if they were'nt true why keep right on
Saying them like the heathen? We could drop them
Only-there was the bonnet in the pew.
Such a phrase couldn't have meant much to her.
But suppose she had missed it from the Creed
As a child misses the unsaid good-night,
And falls asleep with heartache-how should I feel?
I'm just as glad she made me keep hands off,
For, dear me, why abandon a belief
Merely because it ceases to be true.
Cling to it long enough, and not a doubt
It will turn true again, for so it goes.
Most of the change we think we see in life
Is due to truths being in and out of favour."
It requires not only keen perception and sympathetic understanding, but
delicacy and refinement of expression, to produce such a portrait of life.
It is to Frost's intelligence that we also owe the restraint he uses in
his treatment of emotion. Never is a false note struck; never is a feeling
exaggerated or orolonged. Perhaps the moment of greatest stress in any of his
poems i3 that of the bereaved mother in "Home Burial" as she is gradually
(1) "North of Boston"
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becoming insane over her grief. Her husband makes a last attempt to reason
with her and thoughtlessly mentions the mound before the house which is to
her the center of her grief and despair. Her reply is brief but in it is stored
up the agony of months of suffering and a foreboding of her loss of reason
in the future:
'There are three stones of slate and one of marble
Broad-shouldered little slabs there in the sunlight
On the sidehill. We haven't to mind those .
But I understand; it is not the stones,
But the child's mound -' "
•Don't, don't, don't, don't, ' she cried."
And, again, note the restraint in his treatment of the news of the death of
(2)
the hired man:
"Warren returned-too soon, it seemed to her,
Slipped to her side, caught up her hand and waited.
•Warren*, she questioned
'Dead', was all he answered."
It is such restraint and understandin that makes critics call Frost the "spiritual
(1)
interpreter of the countryside." It also illustrates what Clement Wood calls
(3)
the "virtue of omission." It is the restraint which produces the severe honesty
characteristic of great artists whom we have learned v/e can trust.
iletrical Elements
Bhythm
Since poetry, in my opinion, requires a definite meter, I am going to apply
U) "The Death of the Hired Man" "North of Boston"
(l)"Robert Frost-Poet of Neighborliness""The Survey" Vol. XLV No. 9 Fage 319
@ )"Poetsof America" Clement Wood Pages 142-163
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the principles of rhythmic verse to Frost's works, taking up in turn rhythm,
accent, inflection, and variation in tone. These elements are most important
in judging the worth of verse because poetry is largely a matter of expression.
Frost does not use the new verse forms even though he is ne\ fashioned in his way
employing the old; for this reason it is fair to him to judge him by the old
standards "old" at least according to many modern poets. I have found that his
limited subject matter and his form are both worthy of considerable praise and
now the final test concerns his versification.
Frost's poems are written in classic meters, but they are as characteristic
of him as is his subject matter. His poetical effects are never accidental, for
he has a definite theory about poetic form. He believes that there are two rival
(1)
factors in every verse: one, the absolute rhythm demanded by the pattern the
poet has adopted; and, second, the flexible rhythm demanded by the accents of
successive words and the sense. Neither should be entirely subjected to the other,
but most lines should be regular. He believes in letting the spoken word and the
verse pattern fight out the issue until they reach a nice compromise. The result
of this struggle, he says, is *a not too insistent design." As an illustration
(2)
"The Runaway** is given. Let us look at it for a moment to see how it illustrates
his theory:
ice |when the snowjof the year! was beginning to falljOn j
We stoppedl by a mountain pasijure to say, 'Whose c
j - i it
A.lititle ivlorjgi
The other curled
0 J - - - « « -
an had one | forefoot! on the wall
/
olt?'J
at his breast. He dipped
*/ —
his head
(l) Some Contemporary Americans: The Personal Equation in Literature" Percy
H. Boynton Page 38
U) "New Hampshire"
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And snorted at us.j And then|he had/ to bolt.
u 1/
He heard/ the ninpature thunjier where/ he fled,]
And were saw him, or thought we saw/ him, dim and grey,
Like a shadJow againsti the cur/tain of falling flakes.
s/ J. ( J J. i w I I i/ u 1 /.
\
•I think! the little fellow's afraid/ of i
u -
\
J-\ o L | ^ v
~"S
u — !
; jsn't nlay.l
L U /I
the snow.
He i brolL
" "H
LsnF t winfc
^
—
n
h the lift
I doubt if e*n his mother, c
—i- I yj i- |v ^ " / a. I y *
It's only weathjer." He'd think/ she didjn't know!
./here is his mothjer? He can't! be out alone?
And nowihe comes again with clatjter of stone,
t le feljlcw at all. | He's rurjning awa .
ould telljhim "Sakes,
yj !— \ JL- I w -1 I v — \ 1/ -
And mounts! the wall! again with whiiaed ey
that isn't hair) up straight.!
,
. k
)
« _i.
,
„ x 1
He shudpers his coatlas if/to throw |off flies.
vter it is
— ) * ~ W - 1
sj him out
J
so late,JWhoever that leaves/ e
ihen other creatures have gone I to stall /and bin,/
Ought! to be told to come and takel him in'/"
In the twenty-one lines of this poem in blank verse four are strictly regul
with five iambic feet; fourteen have one or more anapest substitutions for iambs
three have spondaic substitutions; and two have syllables omitted in addition to
substitutions. BaGh line, however, has five decided accents so the general
effect is regular. The two most irregular lines are the first and the last
where the alterations are not so noticeable as they would be within the poem.
If we study the irregular lines we find they are the ones where there is direct
discourse, Evidently here the spoken words won the struggle over the poem
pattern. The poem as a whole has a regular swing, but it is so flexible that
the design is not "foo insistent." The unvarying unit of time within the lines
and the minor variations within the unit that we discover in this poem I find
in his other poems also, both in the lyrics and the sketches which scan in about
I
the same way; they are, therefore, characteristic of his poetry.
hilt there can be no question but that this is a good rhythm for poems
containing conversation, it does not, however, seem to me so satisfactory
in the lyrics where there seems to be no excuse for the irreguL&rities
.
(1)
Consider, for example, the fourth line of "The Sound of Trees"
"I \jd ndfer about/the trees /
/ " — /
Why do/we wish; to bear /
"
-7« u J_ I v -±- I
Forever the noise/of these/
-Z-
J
o Mo -U ,
5
,!ore than/anotb/er noise, /
u f -
J
u u
J
t/ t -
J
So close/to our dwelling place?"/
and "A Patch of Snow!' ^
"There's a patch /of old snow/ in a corAer
That I /should have guessed /
7/as a blow+away papier the rain /
Had brought /to rest./
f V —-
J_
0 \j -J— j O —
J
It is sneckjled with grime/as if /
*» -i- jet/ -I—
I
—
Small print/ overspread/ it,
The news/ of a day/ I've forgoyten
If ever I read/it.
(2)
Nothing is gained and much is lost in these irregularities. v
Such poems require more complete compliance with the poem pattern and their
beauty is interfered with when decided irregularities occur, for the subject
matter is such that it is meant to evoke placid, calm enjoyment. /ere Frost
describing feelings of guyety, mirth, hilarity, joyousness, deep loneliness,
or tragic passion, the changes in rhythm and line length would be appropriate
for his material and the sentiments v/ould be emphasized by the varying meter
but all of his lyrics are written in a contemplative mood for which unvarying
rhythm is more effective. He does not seem to sense this necessity as have
our great poets. Shakespeare's gay songs of love, spring, and country dances,
(1) "Mountain Interval" (2) See "The Last Mowing" (".Vest-Running Brook") and "The
Need of Being Versed in Country Things", and 'Loneliness
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for example, have many irregular lines but in every case they accentuate
the amotion being evokes. For the expression of his contemplations
and reflections on life lines with almost no irregularities are used as
U)
in his sonnets. It is a weakness of Frost not to be able to make his
lyrical poems more smooth and rhythmical.
Frost's poetry is about evenly divided in number into poems having
stanzas with rhyme schemes and those in blank verse v/here there is^ no
definite stanza length. The stanzaic forms are very simple, mostly quatrains,
but a few have two, five, or eight lines. The longer stanza forms are used
to give an effect of continaous narrative, whereas the couplets show changing
(1)
thoughts or actions. "A Minor Bird" is an illustration of the latter:
"I have wished a bird would fly away,
And not sing by ray house all day;
Have clapped my hands at him from the door
When it seemed as if I could bear no more.
The fault must partly have been in me
The bird was not to blame for his key.
And of course there must be something wrong
In wanting to silence any song.''
Although about one half the poems in number are in stanzas, the number of lines
of each type is very different, for the poems in the latter group are very short.
About nine-tenths of Frost's poetry is blank verse.
(1) "North of Boston"
(2) 3ee "A Consolation," "The Unchangeable," and "True Love".
t
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Accent
The importance of the conversational tone in affecting poetry has bsen
shown in connection with its effect upon changing the rhythm; it also explains
the change of place of the accent in many verses. Here is some conversation
(1)
from "The fountain:"
You've never climbed it?'
'I've been on the sides
Deer-hunting and trout-fishing, There' o a brook
That starts up on it somewhere-I' ve heard say
Right on the top, tip-top-a curious thing.
But what would interest you about the brook,
It's always cold in summer, warm in winter.
One of the great sights going is to see
It steams in winter like an ox 1 o breath,
Until the bushes all along its banks
Are inch-deep with the frosty spines and bristles-
You know the kind. Then let the sunshine on it.' "
In liaea two, four and seven the aecent changes from the end of the foot to
the beginning that the conversation may appear not unnaturally rhythmical. In
other lines the change of accent is due to a desire to make it fit the emotion
being described as is shown in the conversation of Warren and Mary when the
m
latter tells her husband that an old self-discharged workman has returned.
The husband is unsympathetic and asks if he said anything when he came.
'But little.'
'Anything? Mary, confess
(1) iii , I, r ,,- ,,,, |
, |
(2) 'The Death of the Hired Man" ("North of Boston")
II
4a
He said he'd come to ditch the meadow for me.'
•War ran!
'
'But did he! I just want to know.'
'Of course he did. What would you have him say?
Surely you wouldn't grudge the poor old man
Some humble way to save his self-respect.
He added, if you really care to know,
He meant to clear the upper pasture too?' "
The accent in such conversation agrees with the verbal and logical
accent rather than with the metrical. As practically all of the poems
containing conversation are in blank verse, the change of accent is not so
destructive to the smoothness of the verse as it would be in shorter rhymed lines.
Tnis verbal accent, which is more pronounced in Frost's work than in those of
any other poets whose work I know shows a subtle originality which is not
displeasing in the poems containing direct discourse. When it is used in the
lyrics, as it occasionally is, the result is not so satisfactory.
Inflection
In regard to the inflection or pitch we find Frost's poetry never monotonous.
The melody is not always smooth in the monologues , dialogues , and dramatic
incidents, but is is always suitable for its subiect matter. The taciturn
(1)
unyielding character of the old farmer in "Mending Wall" is intensified
by the fact that there is little regularity in the kind of feet used in the
poem. There is a clash of opinion on a subject arid the music of the poem shows
it. The refrain, "Gocd fences make good neighbors, ' comes in several times with
its determined, insistent rhythm emphasizing through its repetition the
impossibility of a change in the old man's ideas which he has inherited from
(1) "North of 3oston"
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preceding generations. We too. how to read this line because «k oan imagine
the farmer's tone of voice. It is about the inflection of such poems that
Amy Lowell writes: "It suggests the hardness and roughness of New Sngland granite.
It is halting and maimed^like the life it portrays, unyielding in substance,
and broken in effect."
' -hen, again, there is the tone of appeal in "The Pasture"'
2
in whicn the inflection in the last line of each stan,a displays remarkably
well the invitation of the author to Join with him in reading his poems of the
oountry side.
The concluding lines of these stands are an excellent example of what Frost means
•hen he says that a good sentence should do double duty: it should convey the
author's meaning by word and syntax and another meaning by the tone of voioe it
indicates. It taxes a gifted neat to nuke such natural speech tones fit into
a metrical system.
Here, again, Frost is not so successful in his lyrics. The meditative
atmosphere in which ha expresses them retires a singing tone with delicate
intonations, fine gradations of pitch, and a definite tuna which they do not have
They could not easily be set to music. This is shown in "The Need of Being Versed in
Country Things" which has an excellent thought but unsatisfactory expression:
"The house had gone to bring again
To the midnight sky a sunset glow
Now the chimney was all of the house that stood,
Like a pistil after the petals go.
The barn opposed across the way,
That would have joined the house in flame
W "The London Mercury" Volume ig Nuraber 74 Page 184
(£) "New Hampshire"
W 'Tendencies in Modern American Poetry" Page 128
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Had it been the will of the wind, was left
To bear forsaken the place' o name.
No more it opened with all one end
For teams that came by the stony road
To drum on the floor with scurrying hoofs
And brush the mow with the summer load.
The birds that came to it through the air
At brokenwindows flew out and in,
Their murmur more like the sigh we sigh
From too much dwelling on what has been.
Yet for them the lilac renev/ed its leaf
And the aged elm, though touched with fire;
And the dry pump flung up an awkward arm;
And the fence post carried a strand of wire.
For them there was really nothing sad.
But though they rejoiced in the nest they kept,
One had to be versed in country things
Not to believe the phoebes wept."
With the exception of the fourth and sixth stanzas this poem lacks a
rhythmical melody which is needed for a pleasing inflection. Other examples
would include all of Frost's lyrics except a few short ones of fewer than
twelve lines.
<
VARIATION IN TONE
There is one other aspect we must consider in our study of the
metrical elements of Frost's work and that is the variation in tones,
frequently called tone-color, which he uses. It includes, according
(1)
to Winchester, all the "peculiarities of peotic utterance not in-
cluded under time, accent, or pitch." I shall deal with it in four
phases, those of rhyme, blank verse, alliteration, and assonance.
In the poetry of many wr iters the principal purpose of rhyme is to
increase the rhythmic effect, but in Frost its purpose seems largely
to be to emphasize the thought being expressed. This is illustrated
in "Good-Bye and Keep Co3clnV 'where, although there are four rhymes
in succession, there is no time when the thought appears secondary to
the rhyme:
"This saying good-bye on the edge of the dark
And cold to an orchard so young in the bark
Reminds me of all that can happen to harm
An orchard away at the end of the farm
All winter, cut off by a hill from the house.
I don't want it girdled by rabbit and mouse,
I don't want it dreamily nibbled for browse
By deer, and I don't want it budded by grouse.
(if certain it wouldn't be idle to call
I'd summon grouse, rabbit, and deer to the wall
And warn them away with a stick for a gun.)
I don't want it stirred by the heat of the sun.
(1) "Principles of Literary Criticism" Page 262
( 2) "New Hampshire"
I
(/v'e made it secure against being, I hope,
By setting it out on a northerly slope.)
No orchard's the worse for the wintriest storm;
But one thing about it, it mustn't get warm.
'How often already you've had to be told,
Keep cold, young orchard. Good-bye and keep cold.
Dread fifty above more than fifty below.'
I have to be gone for a season or so.
My business awhile is with different trees,
Less carefully nourished, less fruitful than these,
And such as is done to their wood with an axe-
Maples and birches and tamaracks.
I wish I could promise to lie in the night
And think of an orchard's arboreal plight
>Vhen slowly (and nobody comes with a light)
Its heart sinks lower under the sod
But something has to be left to God."
The rhyming of "house", "mouse" , "browse" , and "grouse" shows a mellow
humor and slyness which partly, at least, explains the pers onal , subtle
element which we feel in this and many other poems of Frost. In the
epigram, "Plowmen',* (l) the rhyme adds to the humor by emphasizing the
impossibility of the thought by throwing into prominence certain key
words.
"A plow, they say, to plow the snow
They cannot mean to plant it, though-
( 1 ) "New Hamp shir e
"
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Unless in bitterness to mock
At having cultivated rock'.'
"The Times Table" from Frost's latest book of poems, "'.Vest-
Running Brook", the rhyme is easy and smooth adding to the rhythmic
cadence and also to the meaning and inflection:
"More than half way up the pass
".7as a spring with a broken drinking glass,
And whether the farmer drank or not
His mare was sure to observe the spot
By cramping the wheel on a water-bar,
Turning her forehead with a star,
And straining her ribs for a monster sigh;
To which the farmer would make reply,
•1 sigh for every so many breath
And for every so many sigh a death.
That's what I always tell my wife
Is the multiplication table of life.'
The saying may be ever so true;
But it's just the kind of a thing that you,
Nor I, nor nobody else may say,
Unless our purpose is doing harm,
And then I know of no better way
To close a road, abandon a farm,
Reduce the births of the human race,
And bring back nature in people's place."
I have mentioned Frost's use of blank verse in connection with the
conversational inflection of his narrative poems, but I wish to make

a few further observations on it at this time, because I believe this
adaptation of blank verse is one of his chief contributions to poe try-
since it reveals the modern spirit and tempo of life expressed in the
classic forms. "Frost has transformed blank verse into a fluid in-
strument of his own idiomatic speech, pungent and taciturn, a speech
sharpened and mellowed with a humor that strikes always through its
mark of literal fact", writes S. S. Sergeant in an article in "The
Mew Republic" (l) and it is doubtful if any other writer has done
this as satisfactorily. In fact, no writer has probably wanted to,
but the important fact is that, without experimenting with "free"
verse forms, Frost has found it possible to express the life and
spirit of the twentieth century in the old verse forms, a feat which
many of our modern poets have assured us was impossible. H© has
made it (1) such a "fluid instrument" "that it seems characteristic
of the twentieth century as well as of Robert Frost." "Le vers de
lui employe", writes Jean Catel, "est le vers blanc de Shakespear,
de Wilton mais ou se trouve en presence d'une forme nouvelle, cu i
supprime, par exemple, les elements habitue Is de liasison qui-on
le devine-met en relief un mot, un seul mot, parcequ'il est une
intonation de voix, on un geste." (2) The poems best illustrating
this blank verse with a new spirit are "Wending Wall", "The
Mountain", "The Generations of Men", and Blueberries" from 'North
of Boston" and "Place for a Third", "Paul's Wife", and "The Star
Splitter "from "New Hampshire".
(1) 'Robert Frost, a Good Greek our of New England" Pages 144-148
Volume XLIV Number 565
(2) "Wercure de France" Tome C XXXVIII 15, Wars, 1920

Alliteration does not play an important part in Frost's poetry;
we find almost ncne in his tales and very little in his lyrics. When
used it is always very unobtrusive, natural, and secondary to the
thought of the verses in which it occurs. (1).
The device of onomatopeoia is, also, not much used by Frost although
occasional examples similar to the following may be found: "his long
scythe whispering to the ground"(2), "the buzz-saw snarled and rattled
and rattled and snarled", (3) and "homespun children v/ith clicking
pails". (4)
Assonance, like alliteration and onomatopoeia, is seldom used as
a poetic device by Frost. Apparently he is not, like Tennyson and Poe,
interested in experimenting with the arrangement of vowel sounds to
aid him in bringing musical qualities into his poetry. This attitude
may be understood in connection with his poems containing conversation
where his chief aim is to reproduce human speech naturally, but it is
to be regretted in his lyrics* Here more attention to the sound of his
verses would have made them more satisfying and better vehicles for
conducting emotions. Some of them now excel only in spite of their
weaknesses
.
( 5
)
As regards the metrical elements in Frost's peotry we find, there-
fore, that this writer uses the classical meters only and that he is
very successful in adapting them to tales of modern life and spirit.
In his lyrical poems we find some irregularities which detract from
their smoothness and beauty. His accent agrees with the modulation of
(1) See "Bereft" ( "West-Running Brook"), "Paul»s Wife" ("New Hampshire")
and "Ghost House" ("A Boy's Will").
(2) "A Tuft of Flowers'* ("A Boy's Will")
(3) "Out, Out-" ("Mountain Interval")
(4) "Pan With Us" ("A Boy's Will")
(5) see "Fireflies in the Garden", "The peaceful Shepherd" (Vest-Running
Brook") and "The Sound of Trees" ("Mountain Interval")
•
the speaking voice in most of his poems, there being no discrepancy
between the verbal and metrical accents. There is lack of monotony
in his inflection but also a lack of definite musical tune in his lyric
Variation in tone is acquired largely through the use of meter, there
being practically no studied use of alliteration, onomatopoeia,
or assonance.
CONCLUSION
There are several facts that stand out clearly as a result of this
investigation of Frost's poetry and I wish to review them before I
attempt to give my estimation of the value of Frost's work as compared
with that of his contemporaries and with the poets of all time. In
the first place, Frost's greatest success lies in his protrayal of cter
acter, but his men and women all represent a very limited field, the
decadent families of the rural outskirts of New England in the last
decade or two of the nineteenth and the first decade of the Twentieth
century. ,.'hile these characters are doubtlessly typical of other
people in other places under similar conditions, they reveal to us
the fact that Frost's sympathies, and therefore his power of portrayal,
are very limited. Amy Lowell states this fact aptly when she writes(l)
"What place does Frost hold among his contemporaries? I should say he
has gained a success in his chosen field which can be equalled by no
other poet in our series (Robinson, Masters, Sandburg, "K. D"., and
Fletcher). But his canvas is exceedingly small and, no matter how
wonderfully he paints upon it, he cannot attain to the position held
by men with a wider range of Vision". It is quite possible that this
writer definitely chose to excel in quality rather than in variety
( 1
)
"Tendencies in Modern American Poets" Page 135

and range of work, but that decision in itself argues a lack of under-
standing of all types of human nature for some truly great writers,
namely Shakespeare, have understood all types and conditions of people.
As regards the form of his work, Frost's poetry is very successful
in its vigorous, exact reproduction of dramatic moments in the lives
of human beings. Whether in the form of monologues, soliloquies, or
conversation, the thoughts and the emotions of the characters are
energetically and faithfully depicted. In his lyrics also the form is
adapted to the pensive broodings in which he expresses many of his
emotions and the clear cut, vivid expressions of farm life and
nature. Although the form has commendable vigor, the expression is
delicate and shaded so that the reader gets exact images and irnore ss ions
.
The greatest weakness in Frost's poetry lies in his metrical
treatment. There is a distinct lack of tune in the poems, a harshness
in the sound of words and phrases, and often a jerkiness of rhythm
which detract greatly from the value of his lyrics even though the
thought expressed is beautiful and delicate. This deficiency, while
not so noticeable in his narrative noetry, affects all his work and is
a great handicap in his success as a poet. Into one kind of poetry-
blank verse- he has succeeded in bringing a modern spirit and rhythm
which is interesting and refreshing, for it proves that the classic
forms of poetry can be used successfully as an instrument for the
expression of present-day life and thought contrary to the belief of
many modern poets and critics.
Bearing all these facts in mind I have come to the conclusion that
Frost has some Poetry that has permanent value -a few lyrics, a few
poems describing phases of nature, and several dramatic narratives.
These will always be given a place in English poetry, but the great
mass of his work, while it may be considered as good as any other
produced during his generation, will be of interest chiefly for its
r
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picture of life at a given moment in a friven place, that is, of
historic rather than aesthetic value.
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SUMMARY OF THE TIES IS.
Robert Frost is considered one of the foremost Fmglish-wr iting
poets of the day, so it is worthwhile to study his work to see if
it has the qualities of "great" literature. This study has been
made to discover the value of his poems based on the requirements
set for poetry by C. J. Winchester in his "Principles of Literary
Criticism.
"
The examination of the thought content reveals the fact that,
although Frost has no grea t variety or range in the subject matter
he uses, he has some delightful and satisfactory poems dealing with
sensuous experiences and some valuable social material in his
dramatic tales. The intellectual, sexual, and philosophical ex-
periences used for other poems have little value.
In his nature descriptions we find that Frost is an accurate
observer and a conscientious recorder, while in his dramatic sketches
his characters are convincing since they reveal fundamental truths
and laws of human nature even though illustrated only by members of de-
cadent families. in New England during the first part of the twentieth
century. In the depiction of these people there is a successful
combination of the real and ideal elements which make them suitable material
for literature.
The form of Frost's poetry adequately expresses the thoughts and
emotions it has to convey to the reader. The conversational form used
in the dramatic incidents is characteristic of Frost and very successful.
The author's energy is shown in his vivid colloquial language, in his
choice of dramatic moments for portrayal, in his bold character delinedion
and his brilliant descriptions of out-of-door scenes. His delicacy of
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treatment is shown in the subtle revelation of character and his
restraint in the treatment of emotion.
As regards the metrical elements, we find Irost unusually
successful in adapting the subject matter of modern times and spirit
to the classical meters he uses. Although many of the poems are
largely the presentation of conversation, there is no discrepancy
between the oral and metrical accents. While some of his lyrics
are beautifully expressed, others have irregularities which detract
from their smoothness and beauty. Frost uses few technical poetical
devices for making his poetry musical and we find almost no. studied
use of alliteration, onomatopoeia, or assonance.
These details reveal several definite facts about Robert Frost's
position as a poet. His work of permanent value rests in a few lyrics
a few poems giving descriptions of phases of nature, and a few dramati
narratives. His weaknesses lie in the limited types from which he has
drawn his characters and his lack of attention to the metrical
exigences of poetry with the exception of his use of blank verse for
the reproduction of conversation. The conclusion is drawn that the
greater part of his work will be of more historical than aesthetic
value, but that a few of his poems will endure with other great ~;,nglis
poe try.
rr
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